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SUMMARY REPORT 

Tuesday 02 June 2020 

 

This report has been produced with information provided by participating organisations within 

the OIP COVID-19 Working Group (CWG). Each organisation provides monitoring and 

analysis of evolving and emerging disinformation and misinformation regarding COVID-19. 

Additional insight and research have been provided by OIP partners, including Zinc Network 

and Bellingcat. 

 

The following countries and languages are covered in this report: 

 

Countries Languages 

Armenia Armenian 

Bulgaria Bulgarian 

Czechia Czech 

Estonia English, Estonian, Russian 

Georgia Georgian 

Hungary Hungarian 

Latvia English, Latvian, Russian 

Lithuania English, Lithuanian, Russian 

Moldova Romanian 

North Macedonia Albanian, Macedonian 

Poland Polish 

Romania Romanian 

Serbia Serbian 

Slovakia Slovak 

Ukraine  Russian, Ukrainian 
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Country-by-country Overview: 

 

Overview table indicating the presence of narratives, country-by-country 

 

1. Armenia 

2. Bulgaria 

3. Czechia 

4. Estonia 

5. Georgia 

6. Hungary 

7. Latvia 

8. Lithuania 

9. Moldova 

10. North Macedonia 

11. Poland 

12. Romania 

13. Serbia 

14. Slovakia 

15. Ukraine 

 

Notes on terminology and methodology: 

 

Working Definitions 

Methodology 

List of narrative and sub-narrative headings used  
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COUNTRY-BY-COUNTRY OVERVIEW   

  

This section summarises developments by country, including new or shifting narratives and 

key cases. For Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Romania, Serbia, and Ukraine, Zinc 

Network researchers contribute additional monitoring information, which takes three forms:  

  

1. Media Monitoring: Using NewsWhip to collate and summarise all articles containing 

keywords about coverage of disinformation relating to COVID-19.  

2. HSA Media Monitoring: Using NewsWhip to collate all articles on COVID-19 from 

outlets deemed to be funded by, formally or informally affiliated with, or reliably 

sympathetic to Hostile States.  

3. Social Media Monitoring: Using open-source data collection tools and methods to 

monitor and analyse social media conversation about COVID-19 and disinformation 

around COVID-19, summarising prominent and emerging themes.  

  

The CWG and their partners aim to expand the scope of these monitoring practices to cover 

further countries and languages as the project builds.  

 

Please see here for further information on the methodology used for this report.  

 

Note: “Interactions” refers to every time that a post was actively engaged with or responded 

to on a particular platform. For example, Facebook interactions encompass comments, 

shares, likes, and other reactions, and Twitter interactions refer to likes and re-tweets. The 

figures quoted in this report are the sum total of interactions across seven social media 

platforms. 
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COUNTRIES 

 

This table indicates the presence of narratives and sub-narratives across countries, based on 

data submitted and analysed for this report. Click here for a list of narrative and sub-narrative 

headings used in the CWG reports. 

 
 

AM BG CZ EE GE HU LT LV MD NM PL RO SB SK UA 
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EU collapse         x       

EU failure    x     x  x x   x 

Incompetence   x   x x x x x x x  x  

Hypocrisy                

Corruption x     x x x    x    

Exploitation x    x x      x    

General/other  x              
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T
 

Bio-lab   x  x    x      x 

NATO as vector                

COVID-19 war                

General/other                
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Exploitation x         x    x x 

Reshaping society  x x      x x x x  x  

General/other                

M
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E
 Divine protection                

Divine punishment                

Religious freedom               x 

Failed values                

General/other                

R
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Russian success  x       x      x 

Global leadership  x     x   x      

Russophobia  x              

General/other                

M
IS

IN
F

O
R

M
A

T
IO

N
 Hoax   x  x     x x x x x  

5G     x     x x     

Cure     x          x 

Expert advice x  x  x     x    x  

General/other                

MISCELLANEOUS             x   
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COUNTRIES 

 

ARMENIA 

 

Summary 

 

During this reporting period, ‘Misinformation' narratives were especially notable, with expert 

advice being undermined through content that challenged the utility of both face masks and 

quarantine, and also claimed that the pandemic would soon be over. One notable piece of 

content also fell within the theme of ‘Failing West’, suggesting that the Prime Minister’s family 

has its own mask business and is therefore corrupt. Separately, the Armenian health minister 

continues to be criticised – this week in a post with limited reach suggesting that he is the 

puppet of the World Health Organization and is being directed by masonic organisations.  

 

Dis-/Mis-information themes 

 

1. Misinformation: Expert Advice 

 

 Claims about masks being useless continue to spread. In a Facebook video, the former 

head of Masis Hospital made this claim, and urged people to refuse wearing them. The 

Facebook page ““Coronavirus=Scam of the Century” (2,453 followers) posted a 

fragment of her talk, and received 104,000 views as of 1 June 2020.  

 Similarly, the blogger and conspiracy theory amplifier Hayk Kostanyan (who has 

featured previously in these reports) posted a montage of different statements by 

doctors, world leaders and WHO employees seeming to talk about how mask-wearing 

is not useful. The text in Kostanyan’s post accompanying the video states: “I have only 

one goal: not to allow you to become a slave by believing in the lies of the agency 

network.” (408 comments, 4,200 shares) 

 An article on Analitik.am claimed that Norway analysed country data and announced 

quarantine was useless and the fight against coronavirus could be just as effective 

without it. It has received 709 Facebook interactions, according to Crowdtangle.  

 On Haylur24.ru, an article claimed that a well-known Chinese expert on infectious 

diseases claimed that COVID-19 will disappear within a month, leaving behind only its 

harmless mutation. The article is a republication of one published in April by a range 

of clickbait websites and news organisations, including Lurer.com, and has received 

4,824 Facebook reactions according to Crowdtangle.  

 

2. Failing West: Corruption (Also: Malign Global Elites: Exploitation).  

 

 A Facebook video from doctor and political activist Marina Khachatryan (mentioned 

previously in these reports) showed a pack of masks produced in Armenia and 

repeated the debunked claim that the Prime Minister’s family has their own mask 

production business. Khachatryan has promised to post a new video featuring more 

details. The video has been viewed 7,300 times but has so far been shared only 92 

times.  

https://www.facebook.com/AferaVirus/videos/245956810029223/
https://www.facebook.com/hrayr.kostanyan/videos/2964500076966485/?__tn__=%2CdCH-R-R&eid=ARCUu1iiBCdi18hlsLSHohzPFMsE9Cexng425KsIjh6gdFj-sF4-C4RnsgJOdsRk8-CYiruNAkIQLjtF&hc_ref=ARRZew71j5IyicFqKWNTEUm_CLqnLteAE0Hs346zR0FGY1gtVnbQQ4LvuDJOM20F7C0&fref=nf
https://analitik.am/news/view/625887?fbclid=IwAR3Eo8B1IKa-dqNhVoU3EawPnctarJ2LWd5WbX2okn8cDY0oRSoRi3dpIKk
https://haylur24.ru/7220/
https://www.facebook.com/marina.khachatryan.372/videos/1643111685840171/
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 Attempts continue to be made to undermine the Armenian Health Minister. In a 

Facebook post – though with limited reach (42 shares so far) - the aforementioned 

doctor and activist Marina Khachatryan claimed that the Minister is a puppet of the 

World Health Organization and that his announcements are under Masonic influence. 

 

 

BULGARIA 

 

Summary 

 

Content promoting the ‘Reframing Russia’ narrative was again especially notable (relative to 

other countries) during this reporting period. Claims included: that a Japanese citizen was 

pleasantly surprised at medical treatment received in Russia; that Russia has developed an 

anti-COVID-19 drug (content notable mainly for the fact that it is circulating amongst Bulgarian 

audiences); that outlets such as the Financial Times and the New York Times have exhibited 

Russophobia (as noted elsewhere in previous reports). Other themes present include ‘Malign 

Global Elites’ (implicating Henry Kissinger in COVID-19) and ‘Failing West’. 

 

Dis-/Mis-information themes 

 

1. Reframing Russia: Russian Success; Global Leadership; Russophobia 

 

 The website Vz.ru reported that Japanese citizen Asuka Tokuyama has described how 

she was treated in a Moscow hospital to which patients with suspected COVID-19 are 

referred. She was pleasantly surprised at how Russia copes with the disease. The 

article is headlined “A patient from Japan revealed the secret of low mortality from 

coronavirus in Russia” (87 interactions). 

 The same website, vz.ru reported that the first drug against COVID-19 in Russia – 

Avifavir – had received approval from the Ministry of Health. Whilst this may not 

necessarily be false information, it is perhaps notable that this content is circulating in 

Bulgaria. The article cites RIA Novosti (9 interactions). 

 Tsargrad.tv mentioned an American edition of the journal Foreign Affairs, describing 

how against the backdrop of recent “false information” from the Financial Times (FT) 

and New York Times (NYT) (regarding the mortality statistics coming from Russia), the 

journal evaluates Russia’s fight against COVID-19 in a “political way”, considering how 

the pandemic may have affected the political situation inside the country. The article 

suggests that the American edition of Foreign Affairs in fact praises Russia’s fight 

against COVID-19, and frames that interpretation as fairer than that provided by outlets 

such as the FT and NYT (5 interactions).    

 

2. Malign Global Elites: Reshaping Society 

 

 Content on the website Istinskitenovini.bg alleged that Henry Kissinger is part of a 

group that – thanks to the work of Bill Gates – seeks to control and manage 

microchipped people. With the headline “Shock: Kissinger is for chipping the 

https://www.facebook.com/marina.khachatryan.372/posts/1642920995859240
https://vz.ru/news/2020/5/28/1041916.html?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=24smi&utm_term=2961077
https://vz.ru/news/2020/5/30/1042283.html
https://tsargrad.tv/news/ot-putina-zhdali-prenebrezhenija-kak-vo-vremena-chernobylja-foreign-affairs-udivila-reakcija-moskvy_256775
https://istinskitenovini.bg/%d1%88%d0%be%d0%ba-%d0%ba%d0%b8%d1%81%d0%b8%d0%bd%d0%b4%d0%b6%d1%8a%d1%80-%d0%b5-%d0%b7%d0%b0-%d1%87%d0%b8%d0%bf%d0%b8%d1%80%d0%b0%d0%bd%d0%b5-%d0%bd%d0%b0-%d0%bd%d0%b0%d1%81%d0%b5%d0%bb%d0%b5%d0%bd/
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population!”, it cites an electronic publication, Rai Al Youm, which appears to be UK-

based (24 interactions). 

 

3. Failing West: Other 

 

 The website Istinskitenovini.bg reported that the head of the National Crisis HQ in 

Bulgaria had suggested that those who refuse to be vaccinated against COVID-19 

should be imprisoned for up to five years (with fines also raised), and that the HQ plans 

to propose this to the National Assembly. This appears to be a story with little factual 

basis, and is understood to have taken the alleged comments out of context (23,819 

interactions). 

 

 

 

 

 

CZECHIA 

 

Summary 

 

During this reporting period, mis- and disinformation stories identified in Czechia fell under the 

themes of ‘Misinformation’ (with the suggestion that COVID-19 has been exaggerated and 

that expert advice should be ignored or suspected); ‘Malign Global Elite’ (with content 

targeting the World Health Organization and Bill Gates), ‘Failing West’ (with one item criticising 

the competence of the World Health Organization, drawing on recent statements made by US 

President Donald Trump) and ‘Conflict’ (with the suggestion that US biolabs in the region are 

not to be trusted). These are all familiar narrative themes in Czechia.  

 

Dis-/Mis-information themes 

 

1. Misinformation: Hoax; Expert Advice 

 

 An article from Arfa (also in Slovakia’s ‘Zem a Vek’) cited data to claim that 92% of 

people in Czechia who supposedly died because of COVID-19 in fact died primarily 

because of another disease. The article compares COVID-19 to flu, and suggests that 

the media has unnecessarily spread panic among the population. The title reads 

“Shocking statistics! The state declassified data on "dead with coronavirus" in the 

Czech Republic: 92% did not die of COVID-19. And what's more: Mortality is lower this 

year than last year and the year before - by two thousand! An epidemic or a cruel 

joke?” (1,443 interactions) 

 The websites Vlastenecke Noviny and iDnes suggested (as was also suggested by 

Infovojna in Slovakia) that COVID-19 is not as dangerous as claimed, and that the 

mortality rate is far lower than that stated in official statistics. It also suggested that 

tests do not work properly, and that instilling fear in people is the best way to control 

them, with COVID-19 being an example of this strategy (996 interactions). 

https://istinskitenovini.bg/%D0%BC%D1%83%D1%82%D0%B0%D1%84%D1%87%D0%B8%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8-%D1%82%D0%B5%D0%B7%D0%B8-%D0%BA%D0%BE%D0%B8%D1%82%D0%BE-%D0%BE%D1%82%D0%BA%D0%B0%D0%B6%D0%B0%D1%82-%D0%B2%D0%B0%D0%BA%D1%81%D0%B8/?fbclid=IwAR2lUQFCB9oDAOsCODd4j
https://www.arfa.cz/sokujici-statistika-stat-odtajnil-udaje-o-mrtvych-s-koronavirem-v-cr-92-nezemrelo-na-covid-19-a-navic-umrtnost-je-letos-nizsi-nez-loni-i-predloni-o-dva-tisice-epidemie-nebo-kruty-vtip/#.XtX5JRNKii5
http://www.vlasteneckenoviny.cz/?p=251928
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 On the website Otevři svou mysl (also on Slovakia’s Infovojna), a video and a transcript 

of it suggested that vaccines are dangerous, and that they are being made mandatory 

(to the benefit of large companies). It also claimed that Bill Gates wants to reduce the 

world’s population, and suggested that in future we may have to show a vaccination 

passport or a tattoo to show whether we have been immunised. The video is 

entitled/described as: “Robert Kennedy Jr. and Dr. Andrew Kaufman talk about the 

dangers of vaccines and new v-accine technology that affects the genetic makeup of 

our cells” (147 interactions). 

 

2. Malign Global Elites: Reshaping Society (Also: Misinformation: Hoax) 

 

 The website Otevři svou mysl, entitled “Who is Bill Gates? Revealing the Dark Agenda 

and Ideology”, featured a video and accompanying text (seemingly a transcript of the 

former), containing yet more conspiracy theory content regarding Bill Gates (as did 

Infovojna in Slovakia), suggesting that he seeks to control our identities, transactions 

and bodies. The article features the previously-noted conspiracy theories regarding 

population control and immunity passports, and suggests that Gates is motivated by 

the ideology of eugenics (567 interactions). 

 The website nwoo.org - “New World Order Opposition” - shared a complex conspiracy 

theory implicating the World Health Organization, Bill Gates and others in the 

pandemic. Part of a “series” presenting the WHO as a kind of ‘mafia’ organisation, it 

suggests that it and the UN created an NGO named ‘GPMB’, which published a 

document asking national governments to give them more money and control. The 

article also includes a theory regarding ‘'Event 201’ (in which representatives of various 

organisations apparently experienced a simulation of a pandemic situation) (31 

interactions). 

 The Arfa website promoted an article – featuring a FOX News video of Donald Trump 

- suggesting that COVID-19 is not a real pandemic, and that it is being used to the 

benefits of global elites. For example, it alleges, Bill Gates is cooperating with China 

and that therefore, when Trump says that China controls the World Health 

Organization, this really means that Bill Gates controls it. The article suggests that the 

pandemic is really only happening in order to enrich the world’s richest people (1,985 

interactions). 

 

3. Failing West: Incompetence 

 

 An article from AC24 (similar to those from Zem a Vek and Hlavne Spravy in Slovakia) 

somewhat undermined the World Health Organization, suggesting that it supported 

China in allowing citizens from Wuhan to travel around the world, thereby spreading 

the disease. The article is presented in the context of President Donald Trump 

declaring the ending of the US relationship with the WHO (45 interactions). 

 

4. Conflict: Bio-Lab 

 

 The website Prvni Zpravy repeated (in an article from 28 May) the suggestion that US 

bio-labs are dangerous, reporting that between 2005 and 2014 the Pentagon’s Threat 

https://www.otevrisvoumysl.cz/varovani-pred-novou-technologii-vakcin/
https://www.otevrisvoumysl.cz/kdo-je-bill-gates-odhaleni-temne-agendy-a-ideologie/
http://www.nwoo.org/2020/05/27/svetova-zdravotni-organizace-jako-jedna-velka-mafie-2-cast/
https://www.arfa.cz/prulom-lhali-nam-o-koronaviru-rika-trump-video-a-konci-spolupraci-se-svetovou-zdravotnickou-organizaci-who-ridi-ji-pry-cina-a-bill-gates-evropska-unie-prosi-to-se-nam-donalde-vubec-neho/#.XtP7tC06C8U
https://ac24.cz/en/-/ukoncujeme-vztah-s-who-oznamil-trump?redirect=%2Fen%2F
https://www.prvnizpravy.cz/zpravy/zpravy/usa-maji-na-ukrajine-osm-laboratori-s-nebezpecnymi-infekcemi/
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Reduction Agency upgraded several biolaboratories in Ukraine to “prevent the spread 

of technologies, pathogens and knowledge… that may be used in the development of 

biological weapons.” The article’s headline takeaway from this is: “The US has eight 

laboratories in Ukraine with dangerous infections!” (321 interactions). 

 

 

ESTONIA 

 

Summary 

 

Disinformation, misinformation and conspiracy theories are identified either by OIP groups, or 

through our monitoring of COVID-19-related coverage as promoted by hostile state media and 

other outlets. 

 

There was little overt disinformation in this reporting period. Hostile state media either covered 

the progress of COVID-19 in Estonia relatively dispassionately, or turned their attention to 

other topics. The only example of disinformation came from RuBaltic, who promoted the 

narrative that the Baltic states will receive little to no help from the EU following the pandemic. 

 

This story was identified by Zinc’s internal monitoring. The narrative that the EU will serve little 

help to the Baltics following the pandemic has been observed previously in Estonia. 

 

This story was also shared on an Estonian Facebook group, where it received some 

interaction. Otherwise, this was the only instance of disinformation or misinformation observed 

on social media during the reporting period, with the majority of posts being non-conspiratorial 

and often linking to media sources regarded as accurate. The number of posts containing 

keywords related to COVID-19 continues to fall, suggesting that conversation on the topic is 

less pronounced compared to earlier reporting periods.  

 

The story was not specifically discussed by mainstream media coverage of disinformation 

relating to COVID-19. Instead, topics such as an anti-vaccination video and Russians’ 

attitudes towards COVID-19 were reported. 

 

Dis-/Misinformation themes 

 

1. Failing West: EU Failure 

 

One story was flagged by Zinc’s Media Monitoring:  

 

 An article published by RuBaltic claimed that the Baltics will receive little to no support 

from the EU coronavirus response fund, claiming that the three states and Poland are 

“far away from discussions” (289 interaction). This was shared on Муниципальные 

выборы 2021 в Эстонии (‘Municipal elections 2021 in Estonia’), a Facebook page 

with 1,400 members. It received just 12 interactions. 

 

Wider social media conversation around COVID-19 

https://www.rubaltic.ru/article/ekonomika-i-biznes/26052020-u-evropy-ne-ostalos-deneg-na-dotatsii-dlya-pribaltiki/?fbclid=IwAR2U7-YUe-J1WHAPTguGirVxDS2_XdmT-1NePn0Sahc44Af8hlKJM-_gPD0
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 Conversation on social media was mainly non-conspiratorial with minimal instances of 

disinformation or misinformation, often linking to media sources regarded as accurate. 

The number of posts containing keywords related to COVID-19 continues to fall, 

suggesting conversation on the topic is less pronounced compared to earlier reporting 

periods. 

 An article from Delfi, which stated that 96% of Italians who died from COVID-19 had 

other underlying illnesses, appeared in several groups. Comments often ridiculed the 

article for pointing out something that many claimed to already know. The article has 

received over 29,000 interactions, a huge number for an article in Estonia.  

 Other topics of conversation included the decision to allow a group of foreign nationals 

to enter Estonia without having to quarantine for 14 days, and the appearance of four 

new cases of COVID-19 in Narva, which was a cause for concern in many Ida-

Virumaa-based groups. 

 

Coverage of disinformation relating to COVID-19 

  

 Delfi reported on a video gaining popularity on Estonian social media, in which an Irish 

professor claimed that a coronavirus vaccine could lead to thousands of deaths. The 

video has received 75,000 views and 132 interactions. 

 Novaya Gazeta reported on poll that suggested that nearly a third of Russians think 

that COVID-19 is made up or that its danger has been exaggerated (123 interactions). 

 

 

GEORGIA 

 

Summary  

  

During this reporting period, various mis- and disinformation stories were identified in Georgia. 

These fell under the theme of ‘Misinformation’ (with vaccination and 5G being framed as 

suspicious and complicit in harm to human life), ‘Conflict’ (the virus was created in a lab; 

American biolabs should be regarded with suspicion), and ‘Malign Global Elites’. 

 

There was no notable ‘Moral Decline’ or ‘Failing West’ content in this reporting period.  

 

Dis-/Mis-information themes 

 

1. Conflict: Bio-Lab 

 

 On 29 May, Sputnik published an article by Ria Novosti author Galia Ibragimova who 

claims that in 2018, the number of people infected with meningitis in Kazakhstan 

increased dramatically. Journalists and bloggers claimed, the article says, that the 

USA intentionally spread this virus to probe the effectiveness of a biological weapon 

invented in an Almaty laboratory. This narrative is part of an ongoing campaign against 

US-founded laboratories, including the Tbilisi-based Lugar Lab (8 interactions). 

https://rus.delfi.ee/daily/tervis/italiya-zayavlyaet-chto-u-96-skonchavshihsya-ot-virusa-byli-drugie-bolezni?id=89989745
https://www.delfi.ee/a/90013141
http://novayagazeta.ee/articles/31549/
https://sputnik-georgia.ru/columnists/20200529/248601340/Zachem-amerikantsam-biolaboratorii-v-Tsentralnoy-Azii-i-na-Kavkaze.html
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 An item on TV Obieqtivi similarly suggested that COVID-19 was artificially created. On 

27 May, Irakli Gogava, head of the ‘Laboratory of the Development of Georgia’, 

suggested that COVID-19 raises suspicion and that events such as the deaths of 

various COVID-19-associated scientists, around the world, for example, is not a 

coincidence. He also repeated the suggestion attributed to Nobel Prize winner Luc 

Montagnier - that the virus was created artificially. 

 

2. Malign Global Elites: Exploitation (Also: Misinformation: Hoax).  

 

 On 27 May, pro-Kremlin website Geworld.ge published journalist Armaz Saneblidze’s 

quotes regarding COVID-19 being created as a global fraud in order to gain billions of 

dollars. Saneblidze talked about a 2010 article published in a British newspaper, with 

the title “WHO and conspiracies related to pandemic”, in which the authors claimed 

that the World Health Organization is corrupt. He compares the present pandemic with 

the Swine Flu pandemic of 2009, and claims that the global panic was created 

artificially to gain a lot of money from the disease, but the “fraud” was revealed by 

plucky journalists. He also provides ‘data’ suggesting that different countries were 

buying large amount of vaccines against Swine Flu, but that as the pandemic subsided, 

only 6 million of them were used, with the rest being destroyed (28 interactions). 

 On June 1, News-Front published an article on the Rockefeller Foundation and the 

alleged threat of a new totalitarianism emanating from the US. The article is based on 

“research” from the Centre for Research on Globalization (CRG), a Canada based 

non-profit organisation, and claims to “expose” an operation of “COVID-19 Control”. 

The article claims that the end goal is to control populations with military-type 

techniques, through digital tracking and identification systems provided by tech giants 

such as Facebook, Google and Apple. As a result, it says, “there would be further 

concentration of economic and political power in the hands of an even narrower elite 

sector” and “This, in summary, is the plan the Rockefeller Foundation wants to 

implement in the United States and beyond” (83 interactions). 

 

3. Misinformation: Expert Advice; 5G; Cure 

 

 On 25 May (therefore in the previous reporting period, though currently in circulation), 

a Deacon of the Georgian Orthodox Church, father Saba (who has featured previously 

in these reports) discussed the alleged harm of vaccination on a TV Mtavari talk-show. 

According to him, vaccination against COVID-19 should not be accepted, as it would 

cause disease and lead to the patient’s death. The video has received 13,895 views 

on YouTube (12 interactions). 

 On 31 May, the Facebook page “Секрет гриффита Griffith's secret გრიფით 

საიდუმლო” shared an article originally posted by the Facebook group “Stop 5G in 

Georgia”. It contains a list of cities and countries in which the installation of 5G was 

halted, and thereby perpetuates the narrative suggesting that 5G antennae are 

spreading COVID-19. The post has received 265 shares via the Facebook group so 

far (91 comments, 267 shares). 

 On 31 May, the moderator of the group “Stop 5G in Georgia!!!” shared a Sputnik 

Georgia article originally published in 2018, with the headline “The whole country of 

https://www.myvideo.ge/v/3936940
http://geworld.ge/ge/%E1%83%90%E1%83%AE%E1%83%90%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98-%E1%83%99%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9D%E1%83%9C%E1%83%90%E1%83%95%E1%83%98%E1%83%A0%E1%83%A3%E1%83%A1%E1%83%98%E1%83%97-%E1%83%92%E1%83%90%E1%83%9B%E1%83%9D/
https://ge.news-front.info/2020/06/01/rokpheleris-phondi-da-akhali-totalitarizmis-saphrthkhe-amerikidan/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TG1WMrnllgA
https://www.facebook.com/112071903801809/posts/134789434863389
https://www.facebook.com/groups/876517759459797/permalink/895618017549771/?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBdSTGmj-nfxZZXonyJM71OXCkDWEw-ViphfFZvucV8J2tXjAHL9ecDTgEMAf65wsvJATJ8gAJZ-e47Sy0OugTXPX9gd1Xf5pPCgK5H62sLyeiYM6pBwk0P7-jh-WB0w-vL6r35OeVX0AoejzEUTVJycAOTV8iNyS6a3sX6DTk--itpHIJHX926U6K6M7p-ZFFPR-k1xMgLCue9rWwlS5LnER6Tun-djzOoIe7wsiLEqMuIk2z8X6DyTns7KQfDKg6Ij4GqsK2z2tHREpEq6d4FXWzE9unHh94hBuSMqY-Q8Vq5iD6OIKhWp-cOBgLuzPk0YVv3l1a1geeKxQ8HD7I&__tn__=H-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/876517759459797/permalink/895618017549771/?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBdSTGmj-nfxZZXonyJM71OXCkDWEw-ViphfFZvucV8J2tXjAHL9ecDTgEMAf65wsvJATJ8gAJZ-e47Sy0OugTXPX9gd1Xf5pPCgK5H62sLyeiYM6pBwk0P7-jh-WB0w-vL6r35OeVX0AoejzEUTVJycAOTV8iNyS6a3sX6DTk--itpHIJHX926U6K6M7p-ZFFPR-k1xMgLCue9rWwlS5LnER6Tun-djzOoIe7wsiLEqMuIk2z8X6DyTns7KQfDKg6Ij4GqsK2z2tHREpEq6d4FXWzE9unHh94hBuSMqY-Q8Vq5iD6OIKhWp-cOBgLuzPk0YVv3l1a1geeKxQ8HD7I&__tn__=H-R
https://sputnik-georgia.com/interview/20180921/242191065/mTeli-saqarTvelo-mosiarule-laboratoriaa.html?fbclid=IwAR0k1WJq0ULaAeNy6Bueaxu9GL1WDkxGT5MyWIRgVvGmKV0xcy7SB4ltvOo
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Georgia is a walking laboratory – an honest interview with Saakashvili advisor”. The 

interview with Jeffrey Silverman - Georgia Bureau Chief for Russia-affiliated Veterans 

Today - is about the “risky” activities that the US is conducting in Georgia, particularly 

regarding the Tbilisi-based Lugar Laboratory. The original article was read more than 

20,000 times. However, the Facebook post received only 8 reactions and was shared 

only 6 times (4,008 interactions). 

 On 31 May, a Facebook post shared by the group “Stop 5G in Georgia!!!” suggested 

that the cure for COVID-19 has in fact already been invented. George Kennan’s 

Telegram-like Facebook post argues that a woman with knowledge of herbal medicine 

has created a drug that proved to be successful, as it helped several COVID-19 

infected patients who are now virus-free. The post received 95 likes, 32 comments and 

81 shares. 

 

 

HUNGARY 

 

Summary 

 

Disinformation, misinformation and conspiracy theories are identified either by OIP groups, or 

through Zinc’s monitoring of COVID-19-related coverage as promoted by hostile state media 

and other outlets. 

  

During this reporting period, attacks on the EU and liberal values were common in the press 

and on social media. Additionally, the misinterpretation and misreporting of statistics about 

COVID-19 and false health tips were picked up in the press as well as distributed on social 

media. There were contradictory reports in the independent press and government-friendly 

outlets.  

 

On social media, conspiracy theory pages sharing “expert” encounters and downplaying the 

severity of the pandemic were the most popular.  

 

Compared to previous periods, narratives re: Bill Gates and George Soros were less present.  

 

Dis-/Mis-information themes 

 

1. Failing West: Exploitation 

 

The following stories were identified by the CWG partner organisation and Zinc’s media 

monitoring:  

 

 Prime Minister Viktor Orbán has announced a new national public consultation about 

the COVID-19 pandemic and the restart of the economy. This will also include 

questions about the George Soros-supported idea of issuing perpetual bonds, which 

the survey states will “result in debt slavery”. Origo.hu and other pro-government 

outlets hinted that Hungary should not accept a deal which, in their claim, would only 

benefit Western countries. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/236480217542836/permalink/272653217258869/
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2. Failing West: Incompetence 

 

The following story was identified by the CWG partner organisation:  

 

 Origo.hu, a pro-government outlet, reported on 54,000 faulty masks which were 

provided by the EU. Origo.hu used the story to incite anti-EU sentiments (1400 

interactions). 

 

The following story was identified by the CWG partner organisation and Zinc’s media 

monitoring:  

 

 Hirado.hu, one of the government’s main news outlets, and PestiSracok, a pro-

government opinion portal, continued to paint Sweden as the highest profile state 

failure of the COVID-19 crisis. It highlighted that the Swedish National Bank expects 

an economic downturn of 7-10%, that unemployment could reach 10%, and that the 

number of deaths in Sweden stands out worldwide. 

 

3. Failing West: Corruption 

 

Zinc’s media monitoring flagged the following: 

 

 M1, the national TV channel, and its written counterpart Hirado.hu, alleged that even 

though 75% of Hungarians are satisfied with the government’s handling of the 

pandemic, fake news distributors continue to mislead people about the legislation (142 

interactions).  

 Tuzfalcsoport.blogstar.hu, a right wing, pro-government blog, wrote about an op-ed 

written by Marco Gombacci, a political analyst and freelance journalist in Brussels. 

Gombacci stated that Hungary hadn’t become a dictatorship during the pandemic and 

accused Western journalists of failing to thoroughly research the laws introduced in 

Hungary (796 interactions). 

 

Wider social media conversation around COVID-19 

 

During the reporting period, social media posts mirrored what was reported in the media. The 

opposition and Western media were the target of many posts from government-friendly 

accounts.  

 

The following was identified by the CWG partner organisation:  

 

 Kimondott igazsagok (Outspoken Truths) referenced an Australian journalist who 

suggested that the U.S. government is using the current health and economic crisis to 

provoke a world war aimed at crushing China. 

 

The following was identified by the CWG partner organisation and Zinc’s social media 

monitoring:  

https://www.origo.hu/itthon/20200529-brusszel-hasznalhatatlan-maszkokat-kuldott-a-tagallamoknak.html
https://hirado.hu/kulfold/kulpolitika/cikk/2020/05/28/kudarcot-vallott-svedorszag-probalkozasa-a-koronavirus-jarvany-megfekezeseben/
https://hirado.hu/belfold/cikk/2020/05/31/az-alhirek-tovabbra-is-a-koronavirus-torvenyt-probaljak-napirenden-tartani/
https://tuzfalcsoport.blogstar.hu/2020/05/31/marco-gombacci-elemzo-ki-fog-bocsanatot-kerni-magyarorszagtol-/95669/
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 A video was published in Koronavirus STOP!, a public Facebook group with 5,600 

members, featuring German doctor Ulrich Kraemer, who ardently denounced the 

German government and other experts for blowing the COVID-19 pandemic out of 

proportion. A similar article was shared by the Hungarian anti-vaxxer community, 

which referenced a German doctor who questioned what the scientific community 

knows about viruses with the aim of downplaying the significance of the current 

situation and warning against vaccinations. As of 2 June, this post had been removed. 

 

The following was identified by Zinc’s social media monitoring:  

 

 A post on Tenyek es talanyok (Facts and findings), a Facebook group with 5,900 

members, linked to an NBC4 video about a burning apartment building. The text above 

the video condemned the media for not reporting live from the worst hit COVID-19 

hotspots. The author claims that the lack of such reports shows how the media and 

governments are manipulating the public, hinting that the COVID-19 pandemic is not 

real. The post received 84 interactions. 

 Kimondott igazsagok (Outspoken truths), a Facebook conspiracy theory page with 

17,336 followers, re-posted an old article about how the coronavirus attacks the blood 

and not the lungs, extracting the oxygen from it. It received over 150 interactions. 

 

Coverage of disinformation relating to COVID-19 

 

 No significant coverage of disinformation around COVID-19 in the wider media was 

identified this week. 

 

 

LATVIA 

 

Summary 

 

Disinformation, misinformation and conspiracy theories are identified either by OIP groups, or 

through Zinc’s monitoring of COVID-19-related coverage as promoted by hostile state media 

and other outlets. 

 

Hostile state media output during the reporting period remained critical of the Latvian and 

other Western governments, although the number of articles deemed disinformation was lower 

than in previous reports and engagement levels were average to insignificant.  

 

These stories were identified by CWG partner organisations. The narratives identified in 

disinformation stories this week have previously been observed in Latvia.  

 

Social media conversation referenced these narratives, with a RuBaltic video that criticised 

the Latvian government for its lack of economic cooperation with Russia appearing on several 

groups. Moreover, conspiracy theories surrounding the spread of COVID-19 continue to 

appear. Otherwise, conversation on social media mainly linked to well-regarded media 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/309309993362370/permalink/389950371964998
https://www.facebook.com/kimondottigazsagok/posts/163713631789178
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sources and was non-conspiratorial. The number of posts containing disinformation and 

misinformation was lower in this reporting period, as was the overall number of posts 

containing COVID-19-related keywords. 

 

These stories were not specifically discussed in wider media coverage of disinformation 

relating to COVID-19, although news site Latvijas Avize published an article on disinformation 

narratives linked to COVID-19 that have been published by pro-Kremlin media. 

 

Dis-/Misinformation themes 

 

1. Failing West: Incompetence; Corruption 

 

The following stories were flagged by the CWG partner organisation:  

 

 Baltnews claimed that the Baltic economies will suffer unless cooperation with Russia 

is reinstated. It called the threat of Russian aggression “a myth” and criticised the Baltic 

states’ short-sightedness (58 interactions). 

 Sputnik published an article quoting the general director of the Cooperation Council of 

the Latvian Agricultural Organization, Guntis Vilnitis, who believes that Latvia declared 

lockdown in order to harm small and medium businesses to benefit larger corporations 

(2 interactions). 

 

2. Reframing Russia: Global Leadership 

 

The following story was flagged by the CWG partner organisation: 

 

 Sputnik claimed that the West is preventing countries from asking Russia for 

humanitarian aid during the pandemic. Referencing an article written by Russian 

Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov in hostile state funded media outlet The Global Times, 

the article stated that when Washington is unable to help a country, it also prevents 

Russia from doing so (13 interactions). 

 Related to this, five Facebook groups shared a RuBaltic video which claimed that the 

Latvian government were “killing” their own ports by rejecting lucrative imports of 

Russian coal. The video stated that ports were suffering due to the COVID-19 

pandemic, but that Latvia’s commitment to the EU’s Green New Deal, which among 

other goals aims to reduce the continent’s use of coal, would cause even more 

hardship. The video appeared on Русское Общество в Латвии (Russian Community 

in Latvia), a group with 2,600 members, Голос Русской Балтии. Эстония, Латвия, 

Литва (Voice of the Russian Baltics. Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania), a group with 1,800 

members, RODINA.LV -  ФОРУМ РУССКОЙ ЛАТВИИ (Rodina.lv – Russian Latvian 

Forum), a group with 4,300 members, Latvia 2.0., a group with 11,300 members, and 

ЛАТВИЯ И МИР ВОКРУГ (Latvia and the World Around), a group with 1,000 

members. The video was shared by the same user on three of the groups. 

 

Wider social media conversation around COVID-19 

 

https://lv.baltnews.com/Russia_West/20200530/1023937413/Chem-Pribaltike-grozit-nezhelanie-sotrudnichat-s-Rossiey.html
https://sputniknewslv.com/economy/20200528/13802969/Arkarteja-situacija-kaitnieciba-LOSP-vaditajs-iesaka-paskatities-uz-Zviedriju.html
https://lv.sputniknews.ru/radio/20200528/13808167/Svetov-usa-ne-daet-pokoya-russia-borba-COVID.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P2r3UGS8Gpk&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR2PbU7D7WkKws-VkPaFnKdSG3lUelrZscRD7j_VOVtVNmUuW5HKpx_5FwM
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 Conversation on social media was mainly non-conspiratorial, often linking to media 

sources regarded as accurate. A popular topic of conversation was how Jūrmala has 

been named one of the safest beaches in Europe to visit this summer due to Latvia’s 

handling of the pandemic. A sarcastic joke, which claimed that a new mutation of the 

virus would cause people to wash their feet as well as their hands, also proved popular 

on several groups.  

 A RuBaltic video was widely shared criticising the government’s action on Russian 

imports, as was a post from the same outlet supporting the conspiracy theory that 5G 

has played a role in the virus’s spread. 

 A user on Covid-19 Latvija, a group with 3,900 members, shared a post that claimed 

that 5G was linked to the spread of COVID-19. The author of the original post claimed 

his brother worked at Ministry of Digital Development, Communications and Mass 

Media in Russia and that the ministry was building 5G towers despite evidence of 5G’s 

impact on public health. 

 

Coverage of disinformation relating to COVID-19 

   

 Latvijas Avize published an article on disinformation narratives used by pro-Kremlin 

media during COVID-19. It noted an RuBaltic article that claimed that the pandemic 

had incited a wave of hatred towards Slavs (27 interactions). 

 

 

LITHUANIA 

 

Summary 

 

Disinformation, misinformation and conspiracy theories are identified either by OIP groups, or 

through Zinc’s monitoring of COVID-19-related coverage as promoted by hostile state media 

and other outlets. 

 

There was little overt disinformation in this reporting period. Hostile state media either 

published relatively objective content about the progress of COVID-19 in Lithuania or turned 

their attention to other topics. Disinformation was observed in Baltnews as well as hostile 

state-aligned outlet Laisvas Laikraštis, with the former predicting a wave of emigration from 

Lithuania and the latter accusing the leading party of using the crisis to bolster its popularity. 

 

Conversation on social media did not concern these topics and often linked to media sources 

widely considered to be trustworthy. The number of posts containing disinformation and 

misinformation was lower this reporting period, as well the overall number posts containing 

COVID-19-related keywords. Instances of dis- and misinformation mainly referenced well-

known COVID-19 conspiracy theories, especially on the group UNFOLLOW 15min.lt. 

 

These stories were not specifically discussed by mainstream media coverage of 

disinformation relating to COVID-19, although 15min.lt published an article on the coverage 

of COVID-19 in pro-Kremlin media, while alfa.lt published an article on disinformation 

surrounding the Lugar Research Centre in Georgia. 

https://www.la.lv/koronaviruss-neattaisno-maskavas-ceribas/
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Dis-/Misinformation themes 

 

1. Failing West: Incompetence; Corruption 

 

The following story was identified by Zinc’s media monitoring: 

 

 Baltnews claimed that Lithuania is preparing for another wave of emigration as 

thousands of unemployed Lithuanians prepare to leave the country (108 Facebook 

interactions). 

 

The following story was identified by a CWG partner organisation: 

 

 Laisvas Laikraštis accused LVŽS (Lithuanian Farmers and Greens Union), the largest 

party in the Lithuanian parliament, of using COVID-19 for its own political gain. The 

article stated that the party had deliberately let the virus spread in order to receive 

praise for solving the crisis prior to the elections (46 Facebook interactions). 

 

Wider social media conversation around COVID-19 

  

 Conversation on social media mainly linked to media sources widely considered 

trustworthy. The main topic of conversation continued to be the government’s decision 

to extend lockdown to 16 June.  

 The number of posts containing disinformation and misinformation was lower this 

reporting period, as well the overall number posts containing COVID-19-related 

keywords. Instances of dis- and misinformation mainly referenced well-known COVID-

19 conspiracy theories. 

 An anti-vaccination video was posted on Комитет "Русскоговорящая Клайпеда" (The 

Committee For Russian-speaking Klaipeda), a group with 1,200 members. The video 

consists of a clip from Joni Table Talk, a chat show on Daystar, an American 

evangelical Christian-based religious television network. In the video, guests, among 

them Robert F. Kennedy Jr, discuss the dangers of a COVID-19 vaccine, claiming that 

rushed vaccine production could weaken people’s ability to fight the virus and could 

result in a 20-30% death rate. The same video was observed during the last reporting 

period on other Klaipeda-based Facebook groups. 

 Another anti-vaccination video from a Lithuanian blogger, identified by a CWG partner 

organisation, was shared on the Facebook group UNFOLLOW 15min.lt, which has 

46,500 members. 

 Several examples of content promoting conspiracy theories were observed on 

UNFOLLOW 15min.lt. Examples include a video that compares the current quarantine 

measures to the holocaust and another video that details the “global coronavirus 

conspiracy”. Given the repeated appearance of the group in reports, it is clear that it is 

a hotbed for COVID-19 disinformation. 

 

Coverage of disinformation relating to COVID-19 

  

https://baltnews.lt/ekonomika_online_novosti/20200529/1019967741/Litva-na-poroge-pyatoy-volny-emigratsii-strana-gotovitsya-k-poteryam-posle-snyatiya-karantina.html
https://www.laisvaslaikrastis.lt/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=10186:dalindami-milijardine-parama-ir-visiskai-kontroliuodami-ziniaspauda-valstieciai-turetu-triuskinamai-laimeti-2020-m-seimo-rinkimus&catid=12&Itemid=101
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Taj2fq1sF8o&fbclid=IwAR0p0W__5BCUjt5nbwl3hEOgzGUMDcjleOTge4S9BF29kThmp8inuOT4YzM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7YIfE6s-tmU&fbclid=IwAR2JHLQbYuT3dUwG1-wYfpOkELYgv0pR2YzV7kejWjUQEOwOrpzMSKfJsJw&app=desktop
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nW5Xgpbhd8I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hefjSqNJNns&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR01zPsdurTYKqRnlG1eRtatcZVDKj-zaLysWa0zkACJNeeNKUIRrVJ4lsM
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 Alfa.lt published an article on disinformation surrounding the Lugar Research Center 

in Georgia, with false information claiming that it has played a role in spread of COVID-

19 (16 interactions). 

 15min published an article on pro-Kremlin propaganda. The article claims that pro-

Kremlin sources are not only trying to increase panic and confusion over the virus, but 

also using the pandemic to justify old narratives (13 interactions). 

 

 

MOLDOVA 

 

Summary 

 

This week, various narrative trends were identified, with themes including: ‘‘Failing West’ (with 

the suggestion that the EU is incompetent and unwieldy; that Russia is more likely to emerge 

ascendant after COVID-19; that states such as Hungary are to be praised over Germany), 

‘Malign Global Elites’ (with the claim that elites are using the crisis to promote abortion) and 

‘Conflict’ (with suspicion cast once again on US biolabs). As in previous reports, Sputnik, 

Flux.md and the politician Iurie Rosca continue to be prolific in spreading such claims.  

The ‘Reframing Russia’ narrative was not notable. ‘Misinformation’ also appears to be low.  

 

Dis-/Mis-information themes 

 

1. Failing West: EU Failure/EU Collapse; Incompetence (Also: Reframing Russia). 

 

 The pro-Kremlin outlet Sputnik.md (4,530,000 views in the last six months according 

to SimilarWeb data) continues to heavily promote the suggestion that the EU is failing. 

In an article stating that “The European Commission's economic recovery plan calls 

for investment in green energy and is to Russia's advantage”, the EU was criticised for 

not having concrete solutions for emerging from COVID-19, whilst China, Russia and 

Cuba were praised. The article also reported that anger in Italy has increased, thus 

also hinting at the sub-narrative of ‘EU collapse’.  

 Sputnik.md also drew on comments made by George Soros (mentioned in previous 

reports) in order to suggest that the European Union is failing, due to its institutional 

infrastructure being insufficiently sound – and too unwieldy – to tackle a fast-moving 

crisis such as COVID-19. The article also appears to suggest that any action or solution 

pursued by Soros should be regarded with suspicion (2,676 interactions). 

 Another Sputnik.md article praised Hungary’s Viktor Orban for the way in which he has 

approached COVID-19, praising him for consulting people on measures to revive the 

economy (and, apparently, for consulting with people in order to find out their opinion 

regarding George Soros). The headline reads: "Viktor Orban consults the public on 

anti-crisis measures and Soros' plan” (101 interactions). 

 A Flux.md article claimed that in Germany, children can be taken away by the state if 

they do not have a COVID-19 health certificate, and that children can therefore 

“effectively” be abducted by the government. The article feeds into the suggestion that 

some measures taken against COVID-19 by Western states are excessive, unjust and 

incompetent (173 interactions). 

https://www.alfa.lt/straipsnis/50419947/sakartvele-platinamos-netikros-istorijos-apie-jav-slaptas-ir-covid-19-skleidziancias-laboratorijas
https://www.15min.lt/naujiena/aktualu/lietuva/melumaiselis-covid-19-ir-senu-samokslo-teoriju-atgaivinimas-56-1325522
https://sputnik.md/world/20200530/30417274/Rusia-planul-Comisia-Europeana.html
https://ro.sputnik.md/International/20200530/30417739/Soros-Covid-pericol-la-supravietuirea-civilizatiei-noastre-solutia-pe-care-o-propune.html
https://ro.sputnik.md/International/20200529/30408564/Viktor-Orban-consulta-populatia-cu-privire-la-masurile-anti-criza-si-la-planul-lui-Soros.html
https://flux.md/stiri/externe/germania-copiii-pot-fi-luati-de-stat-daca-nu-au-certificat-de-sanatate-covid-19
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2. Conflict: Bio-Lab 

 

 A Sputnik.md article entitled “Why Americans Need Biological Laboratories in Central 

Asia and the Caucasus” repeated the claim that biological weapons are being created 

in US laboratories. The article quotes the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Russia, Sergei 

Lavrov, who states that the US has biological weapons labs in several countries. The 

text refers to the number of people infected with COVID-19 in Kazakhstan, leading to 

the suggestion that this number could be influenced by the existence of a US lab close 

to the country. 

 

3. Malign Global Elites: Reshaping Society 

 

 An article from Flux.md claims that the pandemic is being used to promote abortion, 

and that the rich “globalists” of the world met secretly in New York in order to pursue 

population control, with abortion being a key goal. The article mentions Bill Gates, 

David Rockefeller, Ted Turner, Oprah Winfrey, Warren Buffett, George Soros and 

Michael Bloomberg, and is signed by Iurie Rosca, a former politician from Moldova (66 

interactions). 

 

 

NORTH MACEDONIA 

 

Summary 

 

During this reporting period, content in North Macedonia perpetuated the narratives of ‘Failing 

West’ (drawing on quotes from Belarus’ President Lukashenko), ‘Malign Global Elites’ (with 

one item citing a 2019 performance by Madonna as evidence that COVID-19 is an ‘occult 

ritual’ and another suggesting that George Soros is behind protests currently taking place in 

the US) and ‘Reframing Russia’ (with the suggestion that Russia will emerge ascendant from 

COVID-19). ‘Misinformation’ was also common, with all sub-narratives present. Notably, 

during this reporting period, the first protests against 5G and vaccination were held in Skopje.  

 

Dis-/Misinformation themes  

 

1. Failing West: Incompetence 

 

 Press 24 reported that Belarus’ President Lukashenko had praised his country’s anti-

COVID-19 measures (in particular, the decision not to halt production), comparing 

them as better than those in the West. The article featured the suggestion – seemingly 

from Lukashenko himself - that the pandemic was “half-disease and half-politics" and 

was shared on four Facebook pages/groups with approximately 400,000 followers (58 

interactions). 

 

2. Reframing Russia: Global Leadership 

 

https://sputnik.md/analytics/20200529/30416113/ericanii-biolaborator-asia-centrala-caucaz.html
https://flux.md/stiri/intalnirea-celor-mai-bogate-nume-din-lume-sau-controlul-populatiei-pro-avort-drept-principala-lor-cauza
https://press24.mk/lukashenko-koronata-e-polovina-bolest-polovina-politika
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 The ‘Reporter’ site featured comments from Russian MFA Ryabkov, expressing the 

view that after the pandemic there will be a new world order in which Russia should 

assume the role of defender of world peace, and guarantee the sovereignty of small 

countries. Ryabkov believes that economic recession caused by the pandemic will lead 

to this new situation. The article has been shared on one Facebook page with 

approximately 80,000 followers, and cites vestinet.rs (23 interactions). 

 

3. Misinformation: Hoax/Expert Advice; Cure; 5G. 

 

 An article from Kolozeg misused an analysis by the American Center for Disease 

Control and Prevention to claim that the fatality rate of COVID-19 in the US was in fact 

far lower than stated - indeed, “there was no first wave”. The article suggests that this 

‘finding’ has undermined the “narrative of the political class”. It was shared on three 

Facebook groups/pages with a total of approximately 30,000 followers (1,124 

interactions). 

 Similarly, an article posted at Ekran.mk suggested that scientists have been lying to 

people about COVID-19 and observed that an increasing number of people are saying 

that the pandemic is more of an ‘economic’ plague than a medical one. The article, 

undermining the notion of expert scientific knowledge, was shared on three Facebook 

pages/groups with a total of approximately 186,000 followers (19 interactions). 

 The website Kurir reported a former senior Russian doctor’s claim that the virus will 

“lose strength” in the autumn, making any vaccine redundant; from that time onwards, 

it will behave simply like flu. The article has been shared on nine Facebook 

groups/pages with a total of approximately 1,000,000 followers (44 interactions). 

 The Republika website reported in an extremely short article that the Serbian 

pulmonologist Branimir Nestorovic (mentioned previously in these reports) is seeking 

to acquire medicine from Japan for inflammation of the pancreas, as it has been found 

to help to treat COVID-19. The page has been shared on five Facebook pages with a 

total of approximately 550,000 followers (21 interactions). 

 The website Mexpress shared a video of birds allegedly attacking a 5G tower in 

Australia, because they apparently felt it to be a threat to them. This has been shared 

on one Facebook page with around 140,000 followers. The piece cites the Daily Mail, 

and does say that this is the view of “some conspirators”, but nonetheless seems to 

share/amplify the theory that COVID-19 and 5G are related.  

 Separately, Skopje1 reported on protests in Skopje re: 5G, vaccination and COVID-19 

(18 interactions). 

 

4. Malign Global Elites: Exploitation/Reshaping Society 

 

 An article on the Kolozeg site references current protests in the US (regarding the 

death of George Floyd in police custody in Minnesota), suggesting that these are in 

fact a ‘scenario’ (outcome or example) of George Soros’ actions against democracy – 

to “destroy Trump” - and that protests appear to be “coordinated”. The article does not 

focus on COVID-19 but its attempt to undermine Soros could be regarded as part of 

the promotion of the broader narrative in which Soros is framed as a suspicious actor 

who has played a role in global events such as COVID-19 and may seek to benefit 

https://reporter.mk/zagovor/vladimir-putin-saka-da-preseche-po-pandemijata-so-koronavirusot-ke-pravi-nov-svetski-poredok/
https://kolozeg.info/2020/05/27/%d0%b7%d0%b4%d1%80%d0%b0%d0%b2%d1%81%d1%82%d0%b2%d0%b5%d0%bd%d0%b8%d1%82%d0%b5-%d0%b2%d0%bb%d0%b0%d1%81%d1%82%d0%b8-%d0%bd%d0%b0-%d1%81%d0%b0%d0%b4-%d0%b3%d0%b8-%d1%80%d0%b5%d0%b2%d0%b8%d0%b4%d0%b8/
https://ekran.mk/2020/05/30/%D0%BD%D0%B0%D1%83%D1%87%D0%BD%D0%B8%D1%86%D0%B8%D1%82%D0%B5-%D0%B7%D0%B0-%D0%BA%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%BD%D0%B0-%D0%BD%D0%B5-%D0%BB%D0%B0%D0%B6%D0%B5%D0%B0-%D0%B7%D0%B0-%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%B8%D0%B5-5/
https://kurir.mk/svet/vesti-svet/koronavirusot-letovo-kje-hibernira-a-potoa-kje-ja-zagubi-silata-veli-bivshiot-glaven-moskovski-lekar/
https://republika.mk/vesti/balkan/novo-otkritie-lekot-za-zapalenie-na-pankreas-pomaga-vo-lechenje-na-koronata/
https://mexpress.mk/orvel/video-jato-ptici-gi-kinat-zhicite-na-5g-kula-vo-avstralija/
https://skopje1.mk/archives/92873
https://kolozeg.info/2020/05/30/%d1%81%d0%be%d1%80%d0%be%d1%81-%d0%bf%d0%bb%d0%b0%d1%82%d0%b5%d0%bd%d0%b8%d1%86%d0%b8%d1%82%d0%b5-%d0%bf%d1%83%d1%88%d1%82%d0%b5%d0%bd%d0%b8-%d0%bd%d0%b8%d0%b7-%d1%81%d0%b0%d0%b4-%d0%b4%d0%b0-%d1%98/
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from them. The article was shared on 12 Facebook groups/pages with a total of 

approximately 80,000 followers (1,174 interactions). 

 Freeglobe.mk suggested that Madonna’s 2019 Eurovision performance highlighted 

COVID-19 as an occult ritual. Featuring an image of Madonna performing beside a 

person in a gas mask, the article begins “This text is practically a retrospective of the 

symbolism found during the final of Eurovision 2019 and the analysis of Madonna's 

extreme symbolic and controversial performance.” The article has been shared on two 

Facebook pages/groups with a total of approximately 25,000 followers (342 

interactions). 

 

 

POLAND  

 

Summary 

 

During this reporting period, misinformation continued to be notable, with content suggesting 

that the virus is not real and that expert advice should be dismissed. As before, much content 

categorizable as ‘Misinformation’ overlapped with the theme of ‘Malign Global Elites: 

Reshaping Society' (e.g. the suggestion that 5G, not COVID-19, is responsible for deaths, and 

that the network is being used to install world government and population control). The theme 

of ‘Malign Global Elites’ was also present (including the suggestion that the Rockefellers are 

implicated in COVID-19, as seen elsewhere in this report), as was ‘Failing West'. Content 

explicitly implicating Bill Gates continues to appear relatively absent. 

 

Dis-/Mis-information themes 

 

1. Misinformation: Hoax (Also: Malign Global Elites: Reshaping Society); 5G 

 

 The fringe website ‘Killuminati’ suggested that high mortality rates attributed to COVID-

19 are a mistake, as death is in fact a result of incorrect treatment for breathlessness 

symptoms. The article appears to cite a doctor, and also offers the opinion that medical 

professionals are acting on the recommendations of experts associated with the Bill 

Gates Foundation, and that these recommendations in fact harm both patients and the 

economy (54 interactions). 

 The Facebook Group “I Don’t Believe in Coronavirus” (90,000 members) continues to 

suggest that the virus is not dangerous (144 shares). 

 An article on the fringe outlet Gazeta Warszawska (online and print) suggested that 

COVID-19 does not exist and that people are dying because of 5G. It states: "there is 

no coronavirus; what people are dying of is the result of the introduction of the 5G 

network, which is a necessary step to install a world government and introduce mass 

control of the inhabitants of all developed countries (those from Third World countries 

are not independent anyway) (753 interactions). 

 

2. Malign Global Elites: Reshaping Society 

 

https://freeglobe.mk/%d0%ba%d0%be%d0%bd%d1%82%d1%80%d0%be%d0%b2%d0%b5%d1%80%d0%b7%d0%bd%d0%be%d1%82%d0%be-%d0%b5%d0%b2%d1%80%d0%be%d0%b2%d0%b8%d0%b7%d0%b8%d1%81%d0%ba%d0%be-%d1%84%d0%b8%d0%bd%d0%b0%d0%bb%d0%b5-2019-%d0%b8/
https://killuminati.pl/wlasciciel-przychodni-dr-med-claus-kohnlein-wysoka-smiertelnosc-to-wynik-blednego-leczenia-objawow-dusznosci/
https://www.facebook.com/andrzej.student.79/posts/688977085252287
https://warszawskagazeta.pl/swiat/item/6904-czy-wszyscy-jestesmy-oklamywani-dochodzimy-do-najbardziej-moze-szokujacej-teorii-spiskowej-na-temat-obecnej-sytuacji
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 The website dziennik-polityczny.com reported that clairvoyant Krzysztof Jackowski 

took part in a musical challenge and “revealed the truth about coronavirus”, drawing 

attention to the “the terrifying truth”. The article describes a song written by Jackowski, 

offering the thesis that COVID-19 was planned by global elites in order to control 

societies. The article has been shared via the Facebook group “I Don’t Believe in 

Coronavirus” (25 interactions). 

 A Blog Post from treborok.wordpress.com suggested that the Rockefellers knew about 

the pandemic, and that the decision regarding global "closure" (aimed at the collapse 

of the global economy and underlying social structure) was taken in Davos on 21-24 

January 2020. The post has been shared with Facebook groups, the most popular of 

which has around 90,000 members (1,387 interactions). 

 

3. Failing West: Incompetence/EU Failure  

 

 An article from the fringe outlet Gazeta Warszawska (online and print) (whose 

Facebook group has around 90,000 members) associated French involvement in the 

construction of the Wuhan lab with the spread of COVID-19. Although the article does 

not explicitly suggest that France is responsible for the pandemic or the creation of the 

virus, it implicitly suggests this, and also implies that EU policy towards the pandemic 

is yet to be fully understood and revealed. Its headline reads: “French trail of 

coronavirus. Several important questions arise” (227 interactions). 

 

 

ROMANIA  

 

Summary 

 

Disinformation, misinformation and conspiracy theories are identified either by OIP groups, or 

through Zinc monitoring of COVID-19-related coverage as promoted by hostile state media 

and other outlets. 

 

During this monitoring period, a range of misinformation and disinformation stories were 

identified. Stories broadly fell into three key themes: Western/liberal actors’ response to 

COVID-19 is incompetent or corrupt; global financial and political elites are taking advantage 

of COVID-19 to exploit others or to reshape society; and misinformation about COVID-19. 

 

Other topics that appeared were the alleged global dominance of secret business-political 

organisations and nefarious actors (George Soros, Bill Gates) and the role of 5G in the spread 

of COVID-19. 

 

These stories were identified by both Zinc’s media monitoring and CWG expert groups. Some 

of the narratives identified in disinformation stories have previously been observed in 

Romania, such as the theory concerning a planned pandemic and the threat posed by an 

alleged malign global elite. There was social media commentary around some of these 

narratives. 

 

https://dziennik-polityczny.com/2020/06/01/52500/
https://treborok.wordpress.com/skad-rockefellerowie-wiedzieli-o-pandemii/?preview=true&fbclid=IwAR0CJuwF7JdqgZb5NPadLB30fANkuzcVFG3Z7L2j3GmU-Yab9QG-coLoFGc
https://warszawskagazeta.pl/swiat/item/6900-francuski-trop-koronawirusa-nasuwa-sie-kilka-waznych-pytan-w-sprawie
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Wider media coverage of disinformation reported on the EU’s alleged plot to enslave the 

Romanian people by lending money to alleviate a potential economic crisis as well as 

conspiracy theories shared on Romanian Facebook groups and in outlets that regularly 

publish disinformation stories. 

 

Other conversation on social media around COVID-19 focused on generic frustrations with 

restrictions and protection measures, plus some well-known conspiracy theories.  

 

Dis/Misinformation themes  

 

1. Failing West: EU Failure; Incompetence; Corruption; Exploitation 

 

The following was identified by Zinc Network’s media monitoring: 

 

 Stiri pe Surse reports on a study that allegedly shows that asymptomatic carriers of 

COVID-19 are not contagious. The article goes on to claim that this study shows that 

asking these people to self-isolate has no scientific basis; instead it is a means to 

inflate COVID-19 case numbers and promote hysteria in order to deny people the 

exercise of their civil rights (4,400 interactions). 

 Luju claims that both Romania’s Minister for Health and the President have 

undermined people’s right to life, because they have blown the pandemic out of 

proportion while denying those with chronic conditions access to adequate healthcare 

(2,700 interactions). 

 Luju reports on Romanian doctors who were hospitalized after testing positive for 

COVID-19, despite being asymptomatic. The doctors claim that they felt like prisoners, 

being locked in hospital rooms and forced to take Paracetamol and Vitamin C. (774 

interactions) 

 

The following was identified by the CWG partner organisation: 

 

 Stiri pe Surse published an op-ed which claims that Western states have exploited the 

COVID-19 pandemic in order to establish totalitarian regimes which the author likens 

to fascism. According to the article, the danger of pandemic has been exaggerated, 

even though it no more serious than seasonal flu, and the police has been used a tool 

for the oppression of citizens, through fines, mobile phone tracking and the harassment 

of those who protest against restrictions (2,800 interactions). 

 Daniel Roxin, a high-profile anti-establishment, conspiracy theory-promoter who (co)-

owns a number of fringe media outlets claims that the alleged abusive measures 

introducd in Romania are aimed at collecting data from those going to restaurants and 

terraces (28,200 interactions). 

 

2. Malign Global Elite: Exploitation; Reshaping Society 

 

The following was identified by Zinc Network’s media monitoring: 

 

https://www.stiripesurse.ro/studiu-bomba-bolnavii-de-coronavirus-asimptomatici-nu-sunt-contagiosii-mii-de-oameni-au-fost-internati-si-carantinati-degeaba_1470626.html
https://www.luju.ro/atentat-impotriva-dreptului-la-viata-ministrul-sanatatii-nelu-tataru-este-somat-sa-deschida-spitalele-nu-se-mai-justifica-ingradirea-accesului-pacientilor-in-spitalele-desemnate-suport-covid-19-intrucat-exista-mai-multi-pacienti-cu-boli-cronice-grave-pent?__cf_chl_jschl_tk__=5cda6032c961a9f42adb0f9dd628b01efcf217d2-1591043365-0-ARvyhuJnuxKCjblcBUl__drXmstyThbF5qHTh52pkoZiVr0ua1TKSL72UInNERHr8ku-RsPIWCDHVAEBsIimCvF5OYZMTyrAbICQm6AD6R1fD1RivWcVBjVPBGQCL6DbyNKVMCA95QGffKZBmwuw8FHHf-eawNd3AO1eb2cLXrEbT74RNzJpS-iLTPyJeuv3KKcTSIkAfzhOjmOgYH0DBGjaBBB794ewkqbpbAjrm7VOHWPiLTPhbFCbYHSQnYCQp7T-X9sHx-dt4ycCD3qHUgocY_Res7P0l3ShrdMRy3c4vt0WmSO15QA-Mz022T0nxxs-Rr2nIN7RPB_h97yB6OOMjvmZRlzrCw7bR6Zpn3aPUyMssyqgZZvLvS29EsvEUfU6YtAFp9FLbt4PBnSY55lykDVepdTz0SKmq-RMBkNSTh15jftz_TyHe3DhK_zB9xDx9cia7mV_sP0LypkFpshJNB-GDbcjayqTY6WgzyoqUjrgfs8rYewIL-1thL_xV115hj99ZEeivR5DvqaqIHY3qtiDfHGss9jgf7yR8Oy9rVcStGa7l0Ic_VXm2QSOFkqHfdte2dtsQLxJPf6DxQ84YkgP1NjmQ1_OPdKlB8Ve
https://www.luju.ro/tortura-in-numele-covid-un-medic-internat-cu-coronavirus-arunca-in-aer-sistemul-ne-inchidea-cu-cheia-inchideau-usa-efectiv-cu-cheia-si-apoi-intra-cineva-seara-o-doamna-asistenta-intreba-daca-e-in-regula-undeva-la-8-00-9-00-pana-dimineata-nu-mai-intra-nime?__cf_chl_jschl_tk__=503db89ab7063c3ac79027399c9ae84d11020672-1591078422-0-AbHX2xKwEGqz4tGlZ0F0acZnEn5EMARBDfiSG5rurEY8moEMl_xPwslKP7SMwOWOxw6ibfffBBrsSTwsBbAGKk59D9KrOqO10Vst3rxEnI80SJ9VCBDzJO0H97EGD_4pRYVgFp11ZAFX8i3OPIzUGZC4oRzqhOr7QhdZaLp8G2l418xITgD8jWVpOvddYiNpFnSUrXgaFeWBxCaDBrOeV7pNt2hj0AfofQB__qP4JT-mjbTcQx3H1Ip19ddVJOoRGq9-6j9n279-pgNHzpgBlZYxaDmD4pSAveFexnrhxHfWTp-RFr7TmhwOlzC_qPsg7eik82CRzz-R1GDMOdfAdv5TqNg-hnXL8gEgoNcjVaZIoNuKNqv5tMpcpMT0hVeGkx5MvVbjzt0ZkFDaSqjJ-elZj_gFdyuL-sGIMPBZlqmqEy3_s9LkgAhM8kOAYZG8H81Ti8uDurgO3pjyGq5Jtx5xO-EzKWbeTypZRejpB0j45crmDLroXljScHVDda-SajNbLh-Jmu6VjSDjMJhl5qrQb9CaPhKUpXw1DMhgMtguaFO2FnFAj2h9koNBSvOCCeDHJGnUQKqXVqYnhQPZlxoMknYORFtCREcIfvlofeeE
https://www.stiripesurse.ro/minunata-noua-normalitate-acest-fascism-al-zilelor-noastre-acel-tip-de-totalitarism-care-tortureaza-psihologic-masele_1469934.html
https://daniel-roxin.ro/index.php/2020/05/31/nebunia-continua-ministrul-tataru-obliga-patronii-de-terase-din-1-iunie-sa-tina-un-registru-cu-numele-clientilor-domiciliul-acestora-si-momentul-servirii/
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 Luju published an article on the supposed directive sent out in hospitals in Italy that 

bans doctors from performing autopsies and requires them to put COVID-190 as the 

cause of death on all certificates. The author claims that this demonstrates that the 

pandemic either does not exist or was blown out of proportion in order to cause mass 

hysteria. (1,100 interactions) 

 

3. Misinformation: Hoax 

 

The following was identified by Zinc Network’s media monitoring: 

 

 Ziaristii reports on the US withdrawing its support for WHO. According to this article, 

the organisation is under the control of China, as it tries to hide important facts about 

how the pandemic started. It is hinted that the COVID-19 might have been fabricated 

in a Wuhan lab, and that China is trying to cover this up (7600 interactions). 

 

The following was identified by the CWG partner organisation: 

 

 Relatedly, Justitiarul blog stated that the neo-Marxists/ globalists are trying to topple 

Trump. The same narrative is present in an Sputnik article, this time narrowing down 

the “international, secret organizations sponsored by Soros” to the ANTIFA movement 

(2500 interactions). 

 

Wider social media conversation 

 

 The majority of posts relating to COVID-19 linked to local and international media 

sources that are widely considered to be reliable.  

 Many social media users continue to interact with posts or stories claiming that the 

pandemic was planned or a hoax. On some highly populated groups, Facebook users 

seemed to agree on this, referring to various cases in which death certificates had 

allegedly been falsified to cite COVID-19 as the cause of death. 

 

Coverage of disinformation relating to COVID-19  

 

 Ziaristii debunks the conspiracy theory that the pandemic was planned by Gates and 

Soros as a form of population control. The article states that the global population has 

increased by nearly 34 million since the pandemic started, compared to fewer deaths. 

 Several mainstream outlets report on the claim that asymptomatic carriers are not 

contagious. Romania TV reports that this could lead to a decrease in hospitalizations 

for those who test positive for COVID-19 but do not display any symptoms. 

 Stiri pe Surse reports on the statement made by a Cristian Tudor Popescu, a well-

known Romanian journalist, who criticizes the attempts of the main opposition party to 

frame the EU as exploitative. He argues that the EU is actually supporting the 

Romanian economy through a large sum which may be used for various development 

and infrastructure maintenance projects. This article counters previous EU failure 

narratives claiming that the EU is aiming to enslave poorer member states through the 

financial injection aimed at alleviating a potential economic crisis after COVID-19.    

https://www.luju.ro/adevarul-despre-manipularea-covid-trebuie-ascuns-cititi-circulara-prin-care-ministerul-sanatatii-din-italia-le-interzice-medicilor-sa-autopsieze-cadavrele-celor-care-au-murit-infectati-cu-coronavirus-pentru-intreaga-perioada-a-starii-de-urgenta-nu-trebuie
https://ziaristii.com/sua-se-retrage-din-organizatia-mondiala-sanatatii-devenita-marioneta-chinei-trump-beijingul-control-total-asupra-oms/
https://www.justitiarul.ro/de-la-george-floyd-la-george-soros-o-facatura-marca-deep-state/?fbclid=IwAR1MZ8TXP8EHNanFF0c9ygniQTRHr_zZ_5-j-RGL_v3S4Tc1TnBsR0CcisU
https://ro.sputnik.md/analytics/20200601/30432821/Revolta-violent-din-SUA-susinut-de-Soros-Trump-reacie-fulminant-cutremur-mondial.html?fbclid=IwAR0x1lDAvjJ1DCDwlTOrIcxZxqmU13sRU28i-RNWJ8ciTnu8S4alVgJ4XYM
https://ziaristii.com/virusul-fabricat-ca-sa-reduca-populatia-esuat-lamentabil-cu-cate-milioane-crescut-omenirea-pe-timpul-pandemiei-primele-5-luni-din-2020/
https://www.mediafax.ro/coronavirus/studiu-asimptomaticii-nu-i-pot-infecta-pe-cei-din-jur-19218415
https://www.romaniatv.net/studiu-bolnavii-de-coronavirus-asimptomatici-nu-sunt-contagiosi-mii-de-romani-au-fost-internati-degeaba_524117.html
https://www.stiripesurse.ro/ctp-atac-virulent-la-adresa-psd-uite-ca-primim-de-la-nenorocitii-aia-antiromanii-aia-a-6-a-sum_1470136.html
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SERBIA 
 
Summary 
 
Disinformation, misinformation and conspiracy theories are identified through Zinc Network’s 
monitoring of COVID-19 related coverage as promoted by hostile state media and other 
outlets. 
 
In this reporting period, no articles that could be termed disinformation were identified. Instead, 
articles focused on the scandal surrounding the leading pulmonologist Branimir Nestorović, 
who faces his license being revoked for unethical behaviour in the media, protests in Italy and 
various local and international updates on the development of the COVID-19 situation. 
 
Wider media coverage of disinformation around COVID-19 focused largely on an article 
originating from the BBC in which the author explained the human cost of disinformation being 
spread, linking it to assaults, arson and deaths. 
 
Dis-/Misinformation themes 
 

1. Misinformation: Hoax 
 

 President Lukashenko of Belarus has called the virus ‘half-politics, half-illness’, 
according to Sputnik (1,435 interactions), 

 
2. Miscellaneous/Other 

 

 There was little overt disinformation observed in HSA media in Serbia. Most coverage 
dealt with the scandal surrounding pulmonologist Nestorović, who has been a high-
profile media figure throughout the pandemic, as he faces losing his medical license. 
This was covered widely, and the most engaged-with article came from the pro-
government Informer (4,577 interactions). The story was also covered by Sputnik and 
pro-government tabloid Kurir. The request to review his medical licence came from the 
Serbian Medical Chamber after they deemed his repeated statements in the media 
unethical and inappropriate. 

 Another story that gained significant traction was the coverage of the protests in Rome 
against the lockdown in Italy. The most engaged-with article came from the pro-
government Novosti (3,004 interactions). Pro-government tabloid Kurir covered the 
story as well. 

 Other coverage of COVID-19 developments included updates on the re-opening of the 
border with Montenegro from Sputnik (302 interactions), and the situation in Sweden, 
in the pro-government Informer (148 interactions). 

 
Coverage of disinformation relating to COVID-19 
 

 The most relevant article in the period of interest came from the news aggregator 

Novosti. It covers an article originally published by the BBC, in which COVID-19 

misinformation is tied to various incidents of arson, assaults and death and the human 

cost is explained. The article was picked up by several Serbian outlets such as the 

independent daily Danas, and the Vojvodina-based 021. 

https://rs-lat.sputniknews.com/evropa/202005291122668712-lukasenko-korona-je-pola-bolest-pola-politika/
https://informer.rs/vesti/politika/522120/nestorovicu-oduzimaju-licencu-lekar-pobesneo-tuzicu-sve-licno
https://rs-lat.sputniknews.com/vesti/202005291122668649-javnim-nastupima-je-naneo-stetu-nestorovicu-preti-gubitak-licence
https://www.kurir.rs/vesti/drustvo/3471983/kolege-napale-nestorovica-hoce-da-ga-zabrane-za-sve-sam-bio-u-pravu-smeta-im-sto-sam-bio-na-konferenciji-sa-vucicem
https://www.novosti.rs/vesti/planeta.299.html:867797-PROTESTI-I-U-RIMU---Stotine-ljudi-na-ulicama-uzvikivalo-Virus-je-prevara-gladni-smo-OSTAVILI-STE-NAS-DA-UMREMO-FOTOVIDEO
https://www.kurir.rs/planeta/3472723/virus-je-prevara-gladni-smo-ostavili-ste-nas-da-umremo-stotine-ljudi-na-ulicama-u-protestu-koji-je-iznenadio-italiju
https://rs-lat.sputniknews.com/regioni/202005311122686815-crna-gora-otvara-tri-granicna-prelaza-sa-srbijom/
https://informer.rs/svet/vesti/522280/ovu-vest-cekao-ceo-svet-svedska-stekla-imunitet-krda-sokantni-rezultati-istrazivanja-strucnjaka
https://naslovi.net/2020-05-29/radio-021/korona-virus-cena-koju-su-ljudi-platili-zbog-dezinformacija-o-virusu/25514754
https://www.danas.rs/bbc-news-serbian/korona-virus-cena-koju-su-ljudi-platili-zbog-dezinformacija-o-virusu/
https://www.021.rs/story/BBC/244705/Korona-virus-Cena-koju-su-ljudi-platili-zbog-dezinformacija-o-virusu.html
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SLOVAKIA 

 

Summary 

 

During this reporting period, mis- and disinformation content in Slovakia highlighted by the 

CWG again fell under the themes of: ‘Misinformation’ (with the suggestion that deaths from 

COVID-19 have been overstated, that the virus is not especially dangerous, and that vaccines 

are not to be trusted); ‘Malign Global Elite’ (with the suggestion that globalists and Bill Gates 

are seeking to control us) and ‘Failing West’ (with two articles suggesting that strict measures 

taken against the virus may have caused a higher number of deaths). 

 

Dis-/Mis-information themes 

 

1. Misinformation: Hoax; Expert Advice 

 

 A Zem a Vek article used incorrect data to claim that 92% of people in Czechia who 

supposedly died because of COVID-19 in fact died primarily because of another 

disease. The article compares COVID-19 to flu, and suggests that the media has 

unnecessarily spread panic among the population. The title reads “Czech statistics: 

Coronapanics is a scam, more people have died in recent years than during a 

"pandemic" (149 interactions) 

 An Infovojna article, featuring a video and a transcript of the video, reported that 

vaccines are dangerous, and that they are being made mandatory (for the benefit of 

large companies). It also claimed that Bill Gates wants to reduce the world’s 

population, and suggested that in future we may have to show a vaccination passport 

or a tattoo to show whether we have been immunised. The piece is titled “Video: Robert 

Kennedy Jr. and Dr. Andrew Kaufman on the dangers of vaccines and new vaccine 

technology that affects the genetic makeup of our cells” (131 interactions). 

 Another Infovojna article suggested that COVID-19 is not as dangerous as claimed, 

and that the mortality rate is far lower than that stated in official statistics. It also 

suggested that COVID-19 tests do not work properly, and states "When you want to 

control people, force them to listen, or make money out of them, fear works best. 

COVID-19 [is] the best example” (127 interactions). 

 An article on Badatel.net suggested that hydroxychloroquine is an effective drug 

against COVID-19 but is not being used because ‘big pharma’ lobbyists are unable to 

make significant profits from it. Meanwhile, remdesivir is ineffective yet still being used. 

Anything that does not make millions for ‘big pharma’ companies, says the article, is 

being censored and criminalised (993 interactions). 

 

2. Malign Global Elite: Exploitation/Reshaping Society 

 

 The prolific Hlavny Dennik site featured a lengthy article – translated from Russian and 

published by the Russian Strategic Culture Foundation - on Zbigniew Brzezinski and 

his book “Technotronic Era”, written around fifty years ago, in which he describes how 

https://zemavek.sk/ceske-statistiky-koronapanika-je-podvod-minule-roky-zomrelo-viac-ludi-ako-pocas-pandemie/
https://www.infovojna.sk/article/video-robert-kennedy-jr-a-dr-andrew-kaufman-o-nebezpeci-vakcin-a-nove-technologii-vakcin-ktera-ovlivnuje-genetickou-skladbu-nasich-bunek
https://www.infovojna.sk/article/jak-covidem-lidi-ovladnout-a-ochocit
https://www.badatel.net/farma-priemysel-pretlaca-na-covid-19-vlastne-nefungujuce-lieky-a-vsetko-ostatne-chcu-zakazat/
https://www.hlavnydennik.sk/2020/05/30/sprisahanie-proti-ludstvu-bolo-avizovane-uz-pred-polstorocim-valentin-katasonov/
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elites will in the future be able to control citizens and have access to their data. The 

article – headlined “The conspiracy against humanity was announced half a century 

ago” - draws parallels with COVID-19 and says that today, governments are indeed 

trying to control people using mass surveillance (78 interactions).  

 An Infovojna article, featuring a video, offered the conspiracy theory that Bill Gates is 

seeking to control our identities, transactions and bodies. The article features the 

previously-noted conspiracy theories regarding population control and immunity 

passports, and suggests that Gates is motivated by the ideology of eugenics (211 

interactions). 

 A Zem a Vek article drew parallels between the 1918-19 Spanish Flu and the COVID-

19 pandemic of today, suggesting that whilst the former saw calls for greater 

intervention from/involvement by the League of Nations, today the same is happening 

but with the United Nations. The article suggests that globalist conspiracies and 

pharmaceutical cartels lie behind such organisations (193 interactions). 

 

3. Failing West: Incompetence (Also: Misinformation: Expert Advice) 

 

 A Zem a Vek article quoted the Nobel laureate Michael Levitt, claiming that British 

measures against COVID-19 have caused more deaths than they have saved.  

Despite Levitt not being an expert, the article presents his view as authoritative, and 

quotes him as saying that the real virus was simply a ‘panic’ (354 interactions). 

 Both Zem a Vek and Hlavne Spravy somewhat undermined the World Health 

Organization, suggesting that it supported China in allowing it citizens to travel from 

Wuhan to travel around the world, thereby spreading the disease. The Hlavne Spravy 

headline reads: “The world is changing: Donald Trump has definitively ended US 

financial support and cooperation with the controversial WHO” (47 interactions). 

 Simimilarly, both Hlavny Spravy and Infovojna quoted an interview with political analyst 

Ján Baránek, and citing him as suggesting that strict measures against COVID-19 may 

have caused more deaths than less restrictive measures may have done. Baránek 

also claims that he does not wear a mask, because he is not “a trained monkey, a 

parrot, or an idiot” (5,353 interactions). 

 

 

UKRAINE 

 

Summary 

 

Disinformation, misinformation and conspiracy theories are identified either by OIP groups, or 

through Zinc’s monitoring of COVID-19-related coverage as promoted by hostile state media 

and other outlets. 

 

This report sees a continuation of a number of previously identified narratives: the inevitable 

decline of EU, whose alleged incapacity has been revealed by the pandemic; that Chinese 

and Russian approaches to the pandemic have proven to be more effective than Western 

ones; and that the operation of American bio-labs in Ukraine poses a great risk to Ukraine. 

 

https://www.infovojna.sk/article/video-kdo-je-bill-gates-a-jake-mel-spojeni-s-pedofilem-jeffrey-epsteinem
https://zemavek.sk/spanielska-chripka-i-dnesna-epidemia-sa-rovnako-zneuzivaju/
https://zemavek.sk/britsky-laureat-nobelovej-ceny-kritizuje-lockdown-opatrenia-sposobili-viac-umrti-ako-zachranili-zivotov/
https://www.hlavnespravy.sk/donald-trump-definitivne-ukoncil-financnu-podporu-spolupracu-usa-kontroverznou-who/2179902
https://www.hlavnespravy.sk/baranek-pri-kritike-vlady-servitku-pred-usta-nedaval-ideme-sa-hrat-bohov-toto-robil-stalin-kolko-sposobili-skazenych-zivotov-rozvedenych-manzelstiev-zblaznenych-ludi-ci-samovrazd/2178036
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We also observed the further development of a narrative observed in the previous report, 

regarding the IMF; namely that the recently-struck ‘stand-by arrangement for Ukraine’, to help 

it to address COVID-19, represents a loss of sovereignty by succumbing to foreign rule. 

 

Social media conversation focused on the perceived unfairness of the obligations imposed by 

the IMF, the operation of Ukrainian-American bio labs in Ukraine (a story amplified heavily by 

Viktor Medvedchuk, chairman of the Opposition Platform — For Life party), and heightened 

critique of President Zelensky by drawing attention to rising utility payments amid the difficult 

economic situation caused by the pandemic. 

 

Media coverage of disinformation concentrated on a study conducted in Russia that revealed 

that around 30% of Russians do not believe in the dangers posed by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Independent fact checking organisation StopFake debunked several disinformation narratives 

actively circulating recently, including that COVID-19 was planned, and is not a virus, and 

wearing masks causes harms. An interesting piece was produced by Dzerkalo Tyzhnia, a 

news website, that provided an analysis of why disinformation narratives about bio-labs in 

Ukraine are disseminated and who is allegedly behind them.  

 

Dis-/Misinformation themes 

 

1. Misinformation: Cure 

 

Zinc’s media monitoring observed the following stories: 

 

 Golos, which republishes Russian disinformation narratives occasionally, produced 

an article which claimed sunlight ‘kills’ COVID-19 within minutes (21 interactions).  

 

2. Conflict: Bio-lab 

 

Zinc’s media monitoring observed the following story: 

 

 Russian state-funded outlet Ukraina.ru produced a video in which author Rostislav 

Ishchenko expressed the idea that American bio-labs in Ukraine that process 

dangerous viruses do not differ much from labs working on bacteriological weapons, 

claiming the perils for the hosting country are the same (39,000 views on YouTube). 

 

3. Reframing Russia : Russian Success 

 

Zinc’s media monitoring observed the following stories: 

 

 Ukraina.ru published an article in which the pandemic’s consequences for Europe are 

claimed to have undermined internal trust due to the lack of mutual support between 

member states. Russia, in this context, was portrayed as a country with enormous 

potential for fostering international cooperation in steering its neighbours through any 

kind of crisis (44 interactions) 

 

https://golos.ua/i/753139
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=130&v=hcVcdk4Vhi0&feature=emb_logo
https://ukraina.ru/exclusive/20200528/1027829635.html
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CWG partner organisations flagged the following relevant story: 

 

 Ukraina.ru produced an article promoting the Chinese approach to COVID-19 by 

claiming that it was the only country that managed the crisis without panicking.  

 

4. Failing West: EU Failure 

 

Zinc’s media monitoring observed the following story: 

 

 Ukraina.ru discussed the unwillingness of the ‘rich north’ in Europe to give money to 

the ‘lazy south’, highlighting the existence of disagreements inside the EU amid the 

pandemic (165 interactions). The article in question also raised the growing potential 

for a split in the EU.  

 

5. Malign Global Elite: Exploitation    

 

Zinc’s media monitoring observed the following stories: 

 

 Ukraina.ru again pushed a narrative connected with the operation of American 

bacteriological laboratories in Ukraine. This time, it covered the story of Viktor 

Medvedchuk, chairman of the Opposition Platform — For Life party, appealing to the 

UN over what he claims to be their unlawful operation. The article incorrectly states 

that Ukrainians ‘have no idea what these laboratories are for, except for the fact that 

their operation is curated from the Pentagon’ (53 interactions).  

 In another article devoted to American bacteriological laboratories in Ukraine, 

Ukraina.ru suggested that before the pandemic, Ukrainian and American authorities 

made every effort to hide the activity of such laboratories until it became impossible to 

do so (11 interactions). 

 Hvylya published an interview with Maxim Iali, a Ukrainian political commentator who 

frequently appears on Russian television. Referring to an article from Forbes that 

reported how the richest people became richer during the pandemic, Iali suggested 

that the pandemic might be a planned action, to be repeated again in the future. He 

also suggested the pandemic might have been prepared by major world powers for 

the purposes of biological warfare. (136 Facebook interactions).  

 Strana, a major amplifier of Russian disinformation narratives in Ukraine, published its 

analysis of the yet-unpublished IMF ‘stand-by arrangement to help to address the 

COVID-19 pandemic’. According to Strana, Ukraine will assume responsibilities that 

promise a harder life for ordinary Ukrainians, including raising the retirement age, an 

increased tax burden, more expensive medicine, fewer schools, and higher utility 

payments (8,310 interactions plus 9 backlinks from Russian sources and other 

Ukrainian media outlets of interest).  

 This story was widely covered on social media. A post with over 10,000 shares 

appeared on a public group supporting Elena Lukash and Andriy Portnov, politicians 

from the Yanukovych presidency, demanding the Ukrainian authorities to release the 

text of the memorandum, which the post suggests contains provisions under which all 

https://ukraina.ru/news/20200601/1027852752.html
https://ukraina.ru/interview/20200528/1027821391.html
https://ukraina.ru/exclusive/20200528/1027824778.html
https://ukraina.ru/opinion/20200528/1027831332.html
https://hvylya.net/interview/208141-fundamentalnye-izmeneniya-mirovoy-sistemy-posle-pervoy-volny-koronakrizisa
https://strana.ua/articles/analysis/270098-strana-izuchila-polnyj-tekst-memoranduma-s-mvf.html
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sovereign interests of Ukraine are surrendered (11,848 likes + 1,630 comments + 

10,171 shares).  

 Critical social media posts from opposition politicians also circulated widely. Andrii 

Portnov, a former advisor to president Yanukovych, claims this is evidence Ukraine 

has further succumbed to foreign rule (2,600 likes + 500 shares). Similar criticism came 

too from allies of Zelensky: Oleksandr Dubinsky, a popular journalist and a member of 

Ukrainian parliament from Zelensky’s party, said the memorandum with is an 

illustration Ukraine is under foreign rule and that its signing would be the last step of 

Ukraine losing its sovereignty (1,800 likes + 615 comments + 97K views).   

 

6. Moral Decline: Religious Freedom 

 

Zinc’s media monitoring observed the following: 

 

 The Union of Orthodox Journalists, which previously has been suspected of fomenting 

inter-confessional enmity by the Ministry of Culture of Ukraine, suggested that 

restrictions on visiting churches has been a test of faith for true believers (86 likes + 1 

comment + 21 shares).  

 

Wider social media conversation around COVID-19 

 

 Former Health Minister of Ukraine Ulana Suprun talked about a recent petition on the 

president’s website against forced COVID-19 vaccination, by pointing out the fact that 

the person who registered the petition has a history of disseminating distorted and fake 

information about vaccination (5,438 likes + 902 comments + 958 shares). 

 Three public groups of interest shared an article from Glavred (part of 1+1 Media, 

belonging to oligarch Ihor Kolomoisky) dated 18 May, about a strike of health 

professionals in Kharkiv. The article claims the medics were striking in protest at the 

official manipulation of COVID-19 diagnoses; but in reality they were protesting delays 

in a promised pay rise. (11,034 Facebook interactions) 

 A Facebook page sharing potentially hazardous health related content, FitHacker, 

administered from Ukraine, posted a link to a website that wearing masks and gloves 

harms and accelerates COVID-19 contamination (1,600 likes + 259 comments + 2,968 

shares).  

 Meteora Facebook page (70K members) posted a message that members of the 

Italian government have urged for the arrest of Bill Gates for instigating the COVID-19 

pandemic (1,226 likes + 188 comments + 1,584 shares). Fact checking organisations, 

like Politifact, have already labelled information like this fake, by saying: “There is no 

evidence that calls to arrest Bill Gates are endorsed or supported by the entire Italian 

Parliament” 

 The Facebook page Ukrainian Information War (10K members) shared a video from 

conspiracy promoting group Багнет Нации (Bagnet Nation) in which the pandemic and 

quarantine restrictions were presented as a coordinated plan for new medical testing 

on Ukrainian citizens (612 likes + 61 comments + 1,326 shares).  

 The Facebook page Актуальна мережа новин (Relevant news) amplified the 

narrative pushed by Strana that Ukrainians are demanding the prohibition of online 

https://www.facebook.com/108530367387173/posts/160451125528430
https://www.facebook.com/dubinsky.pro/videos/4521548527871345
http://mincult.kmu.gov.ua/control/uk/publish/article?art_id=245353368&cat_id=244913751
https://www.facebook.com/1031158296919051/posts/3375459895822201
https://www.facebook.com/1763001290651097/posts/2662665197351364
https://glavred.info/virus/novosti-harkova-mediki-protestuyut-protiv-lozhnyh-diagnozov-s-covid-19-koronavirus-novosti-10173245.html?fbclid=IwAR3jN-17LDy5Q2T04f9nBrxwUZD6SO8guZzreg7DcZeCYYOcSPOEEBOaOC8
https://www.facebook.com/326960177488585/posts/1426750367509555
https://www.politifact.com/factchecks/2020/may/22/blog-posting/italian-government-doesnt-want-arrest-bill-gates/
https://www.facebook.com/PyKA3AKOHy/videos/687756878714386
https://www.facebook.com/newsnetworkua/posts/630055737649545
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learning which has become prevalent due to quarantine (5,487 likes + 668 comments 

+ 1,187 shares).  

 

Coverage of dis/misinformation relating to COVID-19 

 

 There was widespread coverage of a study that showed that more than 30% of 

Russians do not believe in the danger of COVID-19, including by Pravda, Gordon, 

Censor, Capital, Novorosinform and others.  

 ZN.UA described the history of disinformation narratives around operation of 

Ukrainian-American bio labs in Ukraine, by providing an analysis of why such 

narratives are disseminated and who is interested in its circulation (21 interactions). 

 The independent fact-checking organisation StopFake exposed several major 

disinformation narratives related to COVID-19, including COVID-19 being a special 

operation from a malign global elite (67 interactions), that COVID-19 is not a virus but 

a bacteria and therefore can be treated with Aspirin (60 interactions), and that wearing 

masks and gloves causes more harm than good and accelerates COVID-19 

contamination (47 interactions). 

 Glavcom revealed how a priest from the Russian Orthodox Church in Ukraine 

supported fake narratives about COVID-19 vaccine and microchipping (7 interactions). 

 

 

NOTES ON TERMINOLOGY AND METHODOLOGY: 

 

WORKING DEFINITIONS 

  

The CWG uses agreed-upon working definitions to identify and categorise potential 

disinformation, misinformation and conspiracy theories. Cases are classified against the 

following criteria:  

 

Disinformation 

1. False or misleading information spread deliberately via HSAs or HS-aligned 

outlets.  

2. False or misleading information with unknown or unclear attribution, which fits with 

known HS narratives, aims or activities.  

3. Content based on verifiable information which is unbalanced or skewed, amplifies or 

exaggerates certain elements for effect, or uses emotive or inflammatory language to 

achieve effects that fit within known HS narratives, aims, or activities.  

 

Misinformation 

1. False information related to SARS-CoV-2 including, but not limited to, its spread, 

how it is contracted or transmitted, and the symptoms, treatment and potential cures 

for COVID-19.  

 This information may be deliberately spread, as part of HS MIO, lone pranksters, 

copycats, trolls or organically as a result of human ignorance and uncertainty 

during the crisis.  

https://www.pravda.com.ua/news/2020/05/28/7253552/
https://dt.ua/international/laboratorne-zavdannya-349347_.html
https://www.stopfake.org/ru/fejk-narkotik-adrenohrom-byl-zarazhen-koronavirusom-dlya-vsemirnoj-spetsoperatsii/
https://www.stopfake.org/ru/fejk-koronavirus-eto-bakteriya-privodyashhaya-k-obrazovaniyu-trombov/
https://www.stopfake.org/ru/fejk-maski-i-perchatki-provotsiruyut-razvitie-bakterij-i-tuberkuleza/
https://www.stopfake.org/ru/fejk-maski-i-perchatki-provotsiruyut-razvitie-bakterij-i-tuberkuleza/
https://glavcom.ua/news/namisnik-pochajivskoji-lavri-pidtrimav-feyk-pro-mikrochipnu-vakcinu-kontrolovanu-5g-683831.html
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2. Incorrect statistics related to the pandemic, which may include rates of contraction, 

transmission, mortality and death; figures on PPE, ICU/hospital capacity, or ill-

informed predictions for future developments.  

 This information may be deliberately spread via HS-aligned media, or accidentally 

though poor journalistic standards.  

3. Claims and opinions (from influencers with existing platforms, or widely shared 

examples from relatively unknown individuals) which refute current scientific 

understanding of the virus and/or official recommendations.  

4. Deliberate or no, the prevalence of this misinformation negatively impacts public 

health, social cohesion or political stability, for example by affecting the clarity of 

official messaging, or eroding public trust in institutions.   

 

Conspiracy theories 

1. Alternative explanations for the pandemic – including its origin, how it is transmitted 

and contracted, or claiming that it does not exist at all.  

 This may involve claims of orchestrated, malign or accidental actions by 

global elites (governments, billionaires, the ‘Deep-State’ etc.), the “truth” of which 

is being kept from the public.  

2. Evolutions of existing conspiracy theories and the online communities who believe 

them – including from within the far-right, alt-right, religious fundamentalism, and the 

anti-vaccination and anti-5G ‘activist’ movements.  

3. New conspiracy theories, from HSA, trolls, or other unknown or organic sources, 

which may arise in response to COVID-19 related news.  
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LIST OF NARRATIVE AND SUB-NARRATIVE HEADINGS USED 

 

1. FAILING WEST 

a. EU collapse: The EU is collapsing due to COVID-19 

b. EU failure: The EU is failing in its duty to help other states deal with COVID-19  

c. Incompetence: Western/liberal actors’ response to COVID-19 is incompetent  

d. Hypocrisy: Western/liberal actors’ response to COVID-19 is hypocritical 

e. Corruption: Western/liberal actors’ response to COVID-19 is corrupt 

f. Exploitation: States and global institutions are taking advantage of COVID-19 to 

exploit others 

 

2. CONFLICT 

a. Bio-lab: A state or global institution created COVID-19 in a laboratory 

b. NATO as vector: NATO soldiers are spreading COVID-19 

c. COVID-19 war: COVID-19 will be used to provoke or justify military aggression 

 

3. MALIGN GLOBAL ELITE 

a. Exploitation: Global financial and political elites (including the deep state) are 

taking advantage of COVID-19 to exploit others 

b. Reshaping society: Global financial and political elites (including the deep state) 

are taking advantage of COVID-19 to reshape society 

 

4. MORAL DECLINE 

a. Divine protection: Only God can protect us from COVID-19 

b. Divine punishment: COVID-19 is a punishment from God 

c. Religious freedom: Emergency measures against COVID-19 are an attack on 

religious freedom 

d. Value failure: COVID-19 has revealed that Western values are obsolete 

 

5. REFRAMING RUSSIA 

a. Russian success: Russia is dealing well with COVID-19 

b. Global leadership: Russia is helping other states deal with COVID-19 

c. Russophobia: Russia is being victimised in relation to COVID-19 YES 

 

6. MISINFORMATION 

a. Hoax: COVID-19 does not exist, or its effects have been wildly exaggerated 

b. 5G: COVID-19 is spread through 5G mobile technology 

c. Cure: COVID-19 can be cured or prevented through non-conventional means 

d. Expert advice: Official medical and scientific advice about COVID-19 should be 

ignored 

 

7. MISCELLANEOUS / OTHER 
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METHODOLOGY 

 

Zinc Network researchers draw on three different sorts of material for consideration in the 

country reports: first, instances of COVID-19 coverage in selected media outlets; second, 

social media discussion around COVID-19; and third, coverage of disinformation relating to 

COVID-19. 

 

The first kind is identified by using open-source media monitoring software. Zinc researchers 

apply a list of keywords relating to COVID-19 to a list of pre-identified media outlets, selected 

because they are either Hostile State-backed or routinely sympathetic to Hostile States or their 

strategic objectives. This data is then exported, and the top 25 stories by engagement are 

then tagged according to a narrative code frame – there are seven narratives, including 

‘miscellaneous’, plus one for ‘not disinformation’. This is done for the purposes of identifying 

how Hostile State-backed or Hostile State-friendly media selects and frames its coverage. 

 

This data sheet (which is submitted separately) is also used to create a line chart depicting 

the volume of occurrences of each narrative in each country over the reporting period, with 

the total number of interactions for each narrative. This is done to compare the relative impact 

and popularity of each narrative over the reporting period. 

 

The second type of content, social media conversation, is identified using two different social 

listening tools, one for analysing Facebook, the other for a variety of other social media 

platforms. Through a combination of keyword searches and monitoring of selected groups and 

pages, chosen to be representative of the wider population, researchers outline the major 

themes being discussed around COVID-19 on social media. The relative attention given to 

Facebook or other platforms depends on their usage in the market under investigation. This 

is done to understand as far as possible how citizens in each market view disinformation, 

especially in the context of any narratives identified above. 

 

The third variety of material, like the first, is identified by using open-source media monitoring 

software. Researchers combine the COVID-19 keyword list with another keyword list of terms 

relating to disinformation (‘fake news’, ‘hoax’, ‘propaganda’, etc.), and apply it to all media 

outlets in the country under investigation. This returns all instances of reporting about 

disinformation, and is done to understand to what extent disinformation is being recognised 

as such in the wider media environment. 

 

If the country in question is one where a partner organisation is also operating, the Zinc 

researcher compares their findings with those of the partner group, and collates them 

accordingly into one unified report. This is finally summarised in an overview, with similarities 

and differences between the material found in each sub-section noted and discussed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


